We used identification at threshold to systematically measure binding costs in two visual modalities. We presented a conjunction of two features as a signal stimulus and concurrently measured detection and identification performance as a function of three threshold variables: duration, contrast and coherence. Discrepancies between detection and identification sensitivity functions demonstrated a consistent processing cost to visual feature binding. Our findings suggest that feature binding is indeed a genuine problem for the brain to solve. This simple paradigm can transfer across arbitrary feature combinations and is therefore suitable to use in experiments addressing mechanisms of sensory integration.
Introduction
Substantial evidence indicates that the processing of visual information in extrastriate cortex is modular in character (Felleman & Van Essen, 1991; Livingstone & Hubel, 1988; Zeki, 1978) . If different attributes of a scene are processed by relatively autonomous processing modules then the question of how this information is ''bound" together into the experiential unity of visual consciousness arises. This question, termed the 'Binding Problem' (von der Malsburg, 1995) , has been debated for over a century and examined on a number of levels spanning neurophysiology, neuropsychology, psychophysics, computational neuroscience and philosophy.
To date there is no clear picture of how the brain solves the problem of binding features that have been processed in a distributed fashion amongst different regions. Moreover, some researchers consider the notion of modularity to be an over generalization in explaining brain function and argue that binding would require an unnecessary expenditure of computational resources (Burr, 1999; Lennie, 1998; Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999) .
Thus far, the best evidence of a binding problem comes from instances of observed binding failures. The most common example of such failures has been illustrated extensively with the use of Treisman and Schmidt's illusory conjunction paradigm (Treisman & Schmidt, 1982) . In this paradigm, subjects report the identity of items in briefly presented arrays of coloured shapes. What is common in these tasks is that subjects often ''misbind" features, reporting a stimulus made up of the colour from one array element and the shape from a different array element. Illusory conjunctions have provided evidence that features can become unbound from their original objects and put together to form combinations not actually present in the stimulus.
Motivated by the studies from Treisman and colleagues, 'feature integration theory' (FIT) was proposed to explain binding errors in terms of attentional limitations (Treisman & Schmidt, 1982) . However recent evidence suggests that similar binding failures can be made even in the context of continuous full attention (Cai & Schlag, 2001; Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997; Wu, Kanai, & Shimojo, 2004) . Cai and Schlag (2001) required their subjects to track a vertically oriented bar that increased in height as it moved along a horizontal trajectory. They found consistently that an abrupt change in the colour of the bar was perceptually ''misbound" to a taller bar at a spatial location further along its trajectory (Cai & Schlag, 2001) . Furthermore, Wu and colleagues (2004) created a misbinding illusion from a stimulus containing two sheets of random dots, where one sheet was moving up and the other was moving down. The sheets contained dots of two colours such that the central and peripheral portions of the stimuli combined colour and motion in opposite fashions (i.e. on the upward moving sheet dots in the centre are red and dots in the periphery are green, and vice verse for the downward sheet). If a subject's gaze was centred on this display, the percept was that of two uniformly coloured surfaces with the peripheral dots binding colour and motion erroneously. This suggests that there is indeed a problem associated with the integration of features, but whether this reflects a critical role of attention or merely additional sensory processing beyond that required for identifying the individual features remains unclear.
The colour-motion perceptual asynchrony paradigm (Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997 ) also provides evidence to support the existence of a binding problem. The basic stimulus consists of a field of random dots alternating between leftward and rightward motion whilst also alternating in colour from red to green. By manipulating whether the physical change in motion direction occurs with the physical change in colour (i.e. their relative phase), measurements of a perceptual asynchrony between colour and motion have been quantified (Arnold & Clifford, 2002; Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997) . These studies have shown that the onset of a colour change needs to lag behind a motion change (by approximately 100 ms) in order for subjects to perceive the two attributes as co-occurring. Such observations have been taken to imply that features comprising a conjunction are not only processed separately, but may also be perceived independently (Bartels & Zeki, 1998) .
Although the above examples provide support for the existence of a binding problem under specific experimental conditions, no study has systematically examined the relationship between detection and binding thresholds under manipulations of signal strength. Holcombe and Cavanagh (2001) developed a method to quantify the temporal limits of binding colour and orientation, in which they presented sequences composed of coloured oriented gratings. They found that subjects could reliably perceive these conjunctions when each grating appeared for only a brief period of approximately 25 ms and therefore concluded that such rapid processing suggested binding to be an automatic process. Recently, however, Bodelon and colleagues (Bodelon, Fallah, & Reynolds, 2007) explicitly compared the temporal limits for these conjunctions and the constituent features presented in isolation. They found perception of the single features was possible at higher alternation rates than for the conjunctions, indicating that perception of conjunctions incurred a greater cost on visual processing. In addition, similar studies examining global form and colour show that binding across these two attributes is subject to severe temporal limitations (Clifford, Holcombe, & Pearson, 2004) . In addition it has been shown that the sum of two colour-form conjunctions can be perceptually indistinguishable from the sum of two colour-form conjunctions of the opposite pairing. Thus, although binding may occur rapidly when two features are co-localised, evidence suggests that the integration of these features still requires a successive processing stage.
Here we present a robust behavioural paradigm to establish whether binding different visual attributes poses a true problem for the visual system. We quantify this problem in terms of a cost to visual processing and conclude that binding is not an automatic operation. The use of this paradigm is transferable across a number of feature combinations and could therefore be an especially suitable tool for use in experiments intended to address how different sensory information is integrated.
Method

General method
We used a basic 2 Â 2 forced-choice experimental paradigm that was a conjoint detection and binding task with stimuli presented in two temporal intervals. A schematic of the task and example stimuli is presented in Fig. 1 . We adapted this task from a psychophysical experiment originally aimed at examining the capacity of observers to distinguish between stimuli differing in either temporal or spatial frequency (Watson & Robson, 1981) . We adopted this simple approach to systematically measure a subject's ability to detect one visual feature and identify the additional feature 'bound' to it. The detectability of the primary feature (motion or global form) was manipulated experimentally while the detectability of the additional feature (colour or contrast polarity) was assumed to be at ceiling. If detection is carried out by conjunction detectors labeled with the two feature attributes for which they are selective then detection and identification performance under such a task should be identical. If, however, different processes mediate detection of the two features then a binding operation will be necessary to perform the task and identification performance will be inferior to detection of the primary feature. In this case the magnitude of the performance deficit between detection and identification provides a measure of the cost of binding the two features.
The aim of the experiments that follow was to establish whether a processing cost is associated with binding one feature to another feature. We examined this question within and across the two visual processing streams. Our study comprised three main experiments involving the following pairs of visual attributes: (1) motion and colour; (2) form and contrast polarity; (3) motion and contrast polarity. In order to accurately complete these Fig. 1 . A schematic representation of the task and stimuli. We used a 2 Â 2 forcedchoice paradigm in which a conjoint detection and binding task were performed with stimuli presented in two temporal intervals. Although in these examples the signal-plus-noise stimulus precedes the noise stimulus, this order was selected at random on each trial. In order to accurately complete these tasks subjects were required to detect a primary feature and identify the feature carrying this signal. Examples here show a global motion signal and a global form signal being carried by black dots (i.e. a decrement in contrast polarity).
tasks subjects were required to detect a primary feature (a motion or form signal) and identify the feature carrying this signal (colour or contrast polarity). We measured detection and identification performance as a function of three threshold variables (stimulus duration, contrast and coherence) and determined a binding cost index by measuring the difference in detection and identification performance across these manipulations (see binding cost index, and Fig. 2 ).
Four subjects (two naive: TW and KW) participated as observers in these experiments. All observers had normal, or corrected to normal, visual acuity and colour vision. Observers viewed stimuli binocularly, in darkened conditions from 57 cm while their head was placed in a headrest. During all experiments subjects fixated and were required to indicate their responses via button presses triggering the onset of a subsequent trial. Prior to the experimental sessions, subjects were introduced to the task and stimuli, but were not given any feedback with regard to their performance during the experiment.
Motion-colour binding
In the motion-colour binding task subjects were required to indicate in a 2 Â 2 forced-choice judgment the interval containing a specific motion signal and its associated colour. Both the signalplus-noise and noise-only intervals consisted of 96 dots, half red (CIE chromaticity coordinates: 0.63, 0.34) and half green (CIE chromaticity coordinates: 0.28, 0.62). In a randomly selected interval containing the signal-plus-noise stimulus, dots of one colour moved in a known leftward direction, while the other dots moved unpredictably. All dots moved at a speed of 23°/s. A particular signal colour was assigned at random in each trial. In the noise-only interval, both sets of coloured dots moved unpredictably with directions updated every frame. All dots were luminance decrements to a uniform grey background (luminance 63 Cd/m 2 and CIE chromaticity coordinates 0.28, 0.30) with a maximum contrast of 59%. Each dot moved within a circular aperture centred in the middle of the screen (radius of 7.4°). Each dot had a Gaussian spatial profile in luminance and chromaticity and subtended 0.12°of visual angle (full-width at half height). Stimuli were presented for 267 ms (with the exception of duration manipulation conditions); contrast was ramped on and off within a raised cosine envelope to avoid confounds created by stimulus transients. All stimuli were generated using Matlab and Psychtoolbox and displayed on a 19 in. Sony Trinitron Multiscan 500PS gamma corrected monitor with a screen resolution of 1024 Â 768 and a refresh rate of 75 Hz. We examined the cost associated with binding colour to motion by manipulating signal strength of the leftward motion signal. We changed one of three stimulus parameters in order to control the strength of the motion signal: coherence, contrast or duration. Each type of manipulation was carried out in a separate experiment with each signal level repeated on 60 trials. In the coherence and duration manipulations, subjects confirmed that the red and green colours were clearly discriminable from one another even at the shortest duration.
Coherence
Both the signal-plus-noise and noise-only intervals consisted of 96 dots, half red and half green. However, in the signal-plus-noise interval, we manipulated the strength of the motion signal by selecting at random one of five dot coherence levels (5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%) to comprise the uni-coloured leftward motion. Coherence was defined as the percentage of all dots in the stimulus comprising the signal. We reassigned the identity of the signal dots on each frame so that each dot followed a continuous, but irregular, spacetime trajectory. The remaining proportion of dots sharing the same colour as the signal acted as noise and moved in a random direction together with all dots of the alternate colour.
Contrast
We also manipulated the strength of our motion signal by displaying it and the noise dots under one of five contrast levels (0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8. multiples of threshold) selected randomly on each trial. The use of a Bits++ device (Cambridge Research Systems) allowed this be achieved at a 14 bit resolution. For each subject, threshold measurements for each colour were obtained prior to the experiment using an adaptive staircase method (Kontsevich & Tyler, 1999) . Each contrast manipulation was a multiple of the subject's detection threshold. The leftward motion signal was always carried by all the dots of one colour with all the dots of the other colour acting as noise. Because some stimuli were presented at sub-threshold contrast, a dimming of the fixation occurred with the onset of each stimulus to indicate the onset of each interval.
Duration
We controlled the stimulus duration on five levels (16.7 ms, 25 ms, 33.3 ms, 41.7 ms, 50 ms). In any one trial, both the signal-plus-noise and noise-only stimuli were displayed for the same duration. The leftward motion signal was always carried by all the dots of one colour with all the dots of the other colour acting as noise.
Motion-contrast binding
In order to make comparisons across and within different processing streams we repeated the three experimental manipulations above substituting contrast polarity for colour (within stream manipulation). Contrast decrements (black: 0 Cd/m 2 ) or increments (white: 126 Cd/m 2 ) were assigned randomly to the motion signal in any one trial, and subjects were required to indicate whether black or white dots carried the leftward motion signal.
Form-contrast binding
We used a Glass pattern stimulus (Glass, 1969) to examine binding of form and contrast polarity. Again under the same manipulations, subjects were required to indicate in two forcedchoice judgments the interval containing a concentric glass pattern and its associated contrast polarity. Both the signal-plus-noise and noise-only stimulus intervals consisted of 1500 dot pairs, half black (luminance: 0 Cd/m 2 ) and half white (luminance: 126 Cd/m 2 ). The two dots in any given pair were always of the same contrast polarity. In a randomly selected interval containing the signal-plusnoise stimulus, dot pairs of one colour were positioned randomly but oriented in a concentric pattern while the other dot pairs were positioned and oriented randomly. In the noise-only interval, both sets of dot pairs were positioned and oriented randomly. For each trial, a particular contrast polarity was assigned at random to carry the signal. The stimulus diameter subtended 14°of visual angle with each local dot subtending 0.04°. The distance separating a dot pair was 0.17°. Both the signal-plus-noise and noise-only stimuli were presented for 800 ms (with the exception of duration manipulation conditions) within a raised cosine temporal window on a grey background (luminance 63 Cd/m 2 and CIE chromaticity coordinates 0.28, 0.30). Stimuli were generated online using Matlab and were driven by a VSG 2/5 Graphics Card (Cambridge Research Systems). The screen resolution was 1024 Â 768 and the refresh rate of the monitor was 120 Hz. As in the first set of experiments, we manipulated the signal strength of the form stimulus by changing the proportion of dots making up the concentric pattern, the contrast of the dots, or the presentation duration of the stimulus. Each manipulation was repeated in 60 trials.
Coherence
To manipulate coherence of the global form signal, one of six dot coherence levels (3%, 6%, 12%, 33%, 39%, 50%) was selected at random to make up the concentric pattern. The remainder of dots with the same contrast polarity as the signal acted as noise together with all dots of the opposite polarity.
Contrast
To manipulate contrast, stimuli were displayed at one of four chosen multiples of a subject's contrast detection threshold (1, 2, 3, 4), presented in random order. The form signal was always carried by all the dots of one contrast polarity with all the dots of the other polarity acting as noise.
Duration
The manipulation of signal duration was controlled at six levels (25 ms, 50 ms, 100 ms, 200 ms, 400 ms and 800 ms). In any one trial, both the signal-plus-noise and noise-only stimuli were displayed for this duration within a raised cosine contrast envelope. The form signal was always carried by all the dots of one contrast polarity with all the dots of the other polarity acting as noise.
Analysis
We used signal detection theory to analyse each subject's data. For a subjects' detection performance, we converted percent correct measures into d 0 values using a look-up table (Elliot, 1964) . Responses to the identification task were subsequently grouped into classes (Hits, Misses, False alarms, and Correct rejections). For example, correct identification of one colour would be considered a hit, whilst correct identification of the alternate colour would be considered a correct rejection. We calculated separate d 0 values for detection and identification, allowing for an estimate of performance without a response bias. These values were calculated at each level of signal strength and estimates of the associated standard errors were computed using non-parametric bootstrapping (Efron, 1993) . For each type of experimental manipulation we then calculated a binding cost index to quantify the discrepancy between detection and identification performance.
Binding cost index
The calculation of the binding cost index is best understood graphically with reference to a plot of identification performance against detection performance, both in units of d 0 (Fig. 2B ). An example is illustrated for contrast-motion binding under a signal strength manipulation of coherence for subject CC (Fig. 2A) . The hypothetical case of automatic identification with detection is denoted by a line of unit slope through the origin. In this case the binding cost index would be 0. At the other extreme, if identification performance were still at chance even when detection performance was perfect then all resulting data points would lie on the abscissa (d 0 = 0 for identification). In this case the binding cost index would be 1. Intermediate values of the binding cost index are defined as the area between the curve joining the data points and the line of unit slope through the origin, expressed as a proportion of the total area under the line of unit slope. For the purposes of calculating the binding cost index all measured values of d 0 were clipped to lie within the range 0-4.3, the latter being the value for an assumed maximum performance equivalent to one miss and one false alarm.
Control experiment
In order to ensure that any deficit in making a binding judgment was not due to an attention load limitation (associated with making a double judgment), all four subjects conducted a separate 2IFC control experiment to be used as a baseline measure to be compared against a selected example condition. This control experiment was similar to the form-contrast experiment, manipulating signal coherence. Again dots of one contrast polarity carried the signal whilst the opposite polarity acted as noise. However, the main change to this experiment was that dots of different contrast polarity were separated on opposite sides of fixation making the binding judgment virtually automatic with detection of the global pattern. For any one trial, the placement (either left or right) and the contrast polarity of the signal dots was determined at random. Subjects were required to make a judgment about the interval in which the concentric pattern was displayed along with the contrast polarity of this signal. The binding cost index in this task was compared to the binding cost index recorded under the same manipulation of the main experiment. A significantly greater binding cost in the main experiment would suggest that our results cannot be explained solely by the dual task nature of the experiment.
Results
We presented a conjunction of two features as a signal stimulus and concurrently measured detection and identification performance as a function of three threshold variables: duration, contrast and coherence. Results for the binding of motion to colour and contrast polarity are presented in Fig. 3 and results for the binding of contrast polarity to motion and form are displayed in Fig. 4 . Note that for comparative purposes, motion-contrast binding is presented in both figures. A binding cost index was calculated to evaluate the magnitude of the discrepancy between a subject's detection and binding sensitivity functions. This allowed for comparisons across visual processing streams.
Binding is costly
Under each combination of features (i.e. contrast-form, contrast-motion, or colour-motion), each averaged across all manipulations of signal strength, one sample t-test found the binding cost index to be significantly greater than 0 (contrast-motion; 0.53 ± 0.19, p = 0.019, colour-motion; 0.57 ± 0.09, p = 0.004, contrast-form; 0.76 ± 0.05, p = 0.0007, df 3). This indicates that the detection of one feature of a signal did not result automatically in the identification of a secondary feature coupled to this signal. On every trial, binding performance was lower than detection performance when detection performance was in a range greater than chance but lower than ceiling. At least for the form-polarity condition, this result could not be explained by the dual nature of our task, as the binding cost index in the control condition measured across subjects was significantly lower than the cost measured in our main condition (control; 0.31 ± 0.29, main experimental condition 0.81 ± 0.28, p = 0.002, df 3) (Fig. 5) . Although in one subject (CC) we saw a binding impairment for colour-motion under the manipulation of contrast that was not significant (0.14 ± 0.10, p = 0.055, df 3), a reported asymmetry in salience between the two coloured sets of dots may account for this result. Although each set of coloured dots was independently equated for detection threshold prior to the experiment, the dots were not equated in terms of the amount they stimulated the luminance and L-M mechanisms. It is possible that any asymmetries between these two mechanisms when the dots were combined in the experimental condition may have induced a masking interaction on motion detection around contrast threshold (De Valois & Switkes, 1983; Gegenfurtner & Hawken, 1996) . Fig. 3 . Experimental results for the binding of motion to colour and contrast polarity. Binding costs were measured under three types of signal strength manipulation; coherence, duration, contrast. Data from all four subjects are shown. Fig. 4 . Experimental results for the binding of contrast polarity to motion and form. Binding costs were measured under three types of signal strength manipulation; coherence, duration, contrast. Data from all four subjects are shown.
Binding across and within modalities
We compared binding costs within and across the two main visual processing streams by examining the binding of motion to contrast polarity (within the magnocellular pathway), and motion to colour (across magno-and parvocellular pathways) (Fig. 3) . In addition we addressed this same question by comparing costs associated with binding contrast polarity to motion (within magno) and to form (across magno-and parvo) (Fig. 4) . Although we found that generally binding exerted a greater cost across visual processing streams than within the magnocellular pathway, this difference was only significant when we examined binding under manipulations of stimulus duration. Under such conditions a paired t-test found a significantly larger binding cost index under the motion-colour binding condition in comparison to the motion-contrast condition (colour; 0.67 ± 0.19, contrast polarity; 0.42 ± 0.11, p = 0.045, df 3). Likewise a greater cost was measured for form-contrast compared to motion-contrast binding (form; 0.71 ± 0.16, motion; 0.42 ± 0.11, p = 0.003).
Discussion
We asked subjects to detect a specific feature and to identify a secondary feature, itself at ceiling for detection, that was spatiotemporally coupled to it. Our rationale was that if binding of these two features were carried out by conjunction detectors labeled with the two feature attributes for which they are selective then detection and identification performance from such a task would be identical. The results of this study show that the detection of one feature does not result automatically in the identification of a coupled second feature. In fact, the binding of these two features seems to impose a cost on visual processing which has been quantified in these experiments in terms of a dimensionless index suitable for comparison across visual features (e.g. motion, form, colour, contrast polarity) and threshold variables (e.g. signal contrast, coherence or duration).
The main finding of this study convincingly verifies that the binding of two visual features is a costly process for the visual system. This is not surprising if we consider that different visual features are processed largely in segregated processing streams (Felleman & Van Essen, 1991; Livingstone & Hubel, 1988; Zeki, 1978) . Although there is evidence to suggest that some features are bound rapidly (Holcombe & Cavanagh, 2001) and are even coded in combination early within the visual hierarchy (Cavanagh et al., 1998; McCollough, 1965; Nishida & Johnston, 1999; Seymour, Clifford, Logothetis, & Bartels, 2009; Snowden, 1998) , it seems from our experiments that the perception of bound features requires additional processing resources. Furthermore, a similar study examining the binding of two features known to be coded in combination as early as V1, colour and orientation, showed that the temporal resolution for detecting each separate feature was markedly higher than for their conjunction (Bodelon et al., 2007) . This suggests that although it is possible that neurons carry information about a conjunction, the contribution of these cells may be hidden by other more sensitive detectors (Watson, Thompson, Murphy, & Nachmias, 1980) , or that certain information is simply not 'read out' (Clifford, Spehar, Solomon, Martin, & Zaidi, 2003; Peirce, Solomon, Forte, & Lennie, 2008) . Given that global motion processing is known to be largely insensitive to colour and contrast polarity (e.g. Edwards & Badcock, 1996) , the present results do not exclude the possibility that detectors labeled with specific feature combinations do exist, but that they are not sensitive enough to play a major role in the detection of bound features. Our findings suggest that the processing needed to detect two visual features is not in itself sufficient for the recovery of information about their conjunction.
Psychophysics and neurophysiology suggest a sequence of processing stages underlying the perception of bound visual features (Clifford et al., 2004; Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000; Neri & Heeger 2002; Treisman & Gelade, 1980,) . For instance, visual search data suggest that the detection of a target differing from its distractors by a conjunction of two visual features requires sequential allocation of attentional resources, as opposed to a search for a single feature difference (Treisman & Gelade, 1980) . It has also been shown that the detection of a global structure does not result in unambiguous identification of the dots conveying this structure (Clifford et al., 2004; Wilson, Wilkinson, & Asaad, 1997) and hence requires a successive stage of processing. Neri and Heeger (2002) propose that the perception of a target consisting of bound features requires at least two stages of processing including an early detection phase whereby locations of high-contrast energy in an image are selected, followed by an identification phase, whereby image intensities at selected locations are used to determine the identity of a target. Together these studies suggest that the visual system needs subsequent processing in order to perceptually combine two or more visual features, even when subjects are capable of detecting these features independently. The mechanism underlying the additional processing stage (or stages) remains a fundamental question for neuroscience, although intracortical feedback likely plays a role (Clifford, in press; Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000; Roelfsema, Tolboom, & Khayat, 2007) .
In this paper we examined the processing costs of binding within and across two anatomically segregated visual processing streams. We found that binding costs were relatively greater when the two features were bound across modalities rather than within, particularly when the duration of stimulus presentation was manipulated. These findings support recent evidence that the time required for binding two attributes differs depending on the attribute pairs being bound. For instance, the binding of local orientation signals into global form can be achieved fairly rapidly (20 Hz), whereas the binding of global form with colour imposes a substantial temporal limit (3-5 Hz) on visual processing (Clifford et al., 2004) . Furthermore, studies using colour and motion have shown that the temporal binding of visual features within a modality is much faster than binding features across visual modalities (Bartels & Zeki, 2006) .
Conclusions
The results of this study consistently show that when a single feature is detected, binding of another co-localised feature incurs an additional processing cost. Our finding that additional resources are necessary in order for the reliable perception of a conjunction indicates that detection of motion and global form is not carried out by detectors labeled with the feature attributes for which they are selective. Although the task requirements in this study may have called upon brain processes other than binding, such a notion only strengthens the finding that there is indeed a cost associated with perceptually binding two visual features. Whether this cost is reflected in terms of attention demands, processing latency, working memory, or the like, our set of experiments show a discrepancy between a subject's detection and binding performance. In terms of the parameter space exploited in our experiments, our results provide a comparative means by which to assess the relative cost that binding exerts within and across different sensory modalities.
